Photo taken inside Breathing Room. Standing on a fake grass
surface, two visitors, an older White man and woman, are
looking at the panels of cones around them. Daylight seeping
in from the outside creates a play of shadows and light on the
white cones, so that some of them appear grey rather than
white. Both visitors are wearing face masks. The man is
dressed in a striped polo shirt, khaki trousers and dark trainers.
The woman is wearing a beige cardigan over a white t-shirt,
cropped jeans and blue trainers. She is carrying a dotted
shopping bag in her left hand and a black leather bag slung
over her left shoulder.
An exterior photo of Breathing Room in full length, i.e. built
with 4 modules. The metal structure enclosing the 28,000
white cones is snaking along a patch of fake grass in a
courtyard. Behind and rising above it a row of trees and some
flat-roofed buildings with large glass panels. The corner of a
black information cubicle is covering the left corner of the
photo, and some tree leaves are hanging down into the view
from above.
Photo of a young woman sitting on the fake grass floor inside
Breathing Room, looking upwards. She is White, with long,
wavy hair that is dyed blue, and is wearing a face mask with
floral pattern, a dusty pink top with a grey, red and white V
shape at the front and trousers or skirt with a blue and white
pattern, The rows of cones directly behind her are in sharp
focus, whereas the rest of them is out of focus, which gives the
image a dreamy, "otherworldly" feel.
Photo of a woman and young girl inside Breathing Room. The
picture was taken from the entrance, revealing a few parts of
the external metalwork on the right side. Both visitors are
Black, with long hair piled on top of their heads in a loose bun.
The woman is wearing a light blue facemask, a white hoodie,
beige trousers and a black rucksack. She is looking at the girl,
who is wearing a white t-shirt with a unicorn's head on the
front, and jeans. The girl is looking towards the camera.
A man and woman entering Breathing Room, which is standing
on a fake grass surface in a courtyard formed by flat-roofed
buildings with large glass panels. The photo is taken from
behind, just as they have stepped through the entrance. The
man, on the left, is wearing a grey t-shirt, a white hoodie slung
over his shoulders, dark jeans and black sneakers. He is
pushing a buggy. The woman, on the left, is dressed in a cream
top, blue jeans and sandals, her dark straight hair is flowing
halfway down her back. Surrounding the entrance and the
tunnel beyond is the outer metal framework of Breathing
Room with its cogs, chains and arches.

